Hemiarthroplasty or Total Hip Replacement for intracapsular Hip Fractures? A Dilemma in Trauma Surgery
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Hip fractures in the elderly are a common and devastating injury, placing a considerable burden on healthcare systems around the world. In the UK there are over 70,000 hip fractures annually, costing around £2 billion [1]. Given the ever-ageing population, future estimates suggest that that over 6 million hip fractures/year will occur worldwide by 2050 [2]. Mortality and morbidity following these injuries remains high, in England with a 30-day mortality of 8.5% [3].

Displaced intracapsular fractures are at risk of non-union and avascular necrosis, and treatment in the form of a hemiarthroplasty or Total Hip Replacement (THR) is recommended [4]. The choice between these remains controversial [5], with potential benefits and risks associated with each. Traditionally, hemiarthroplasty has been the mainstay of treatment as it is less complex and thus quicker surgery, with reduced bleeding and complications [6]. However, some studies suggest improved function following a THR [7], and surgeons worry about long-term acetabular wear from hemiarthroplasties, and the subsequent need for conversion to a THR [8].

Population studies in the USA [9], Finland [10] and South Korea [11] have shown trends demonstrating increasing utilisation of THR in these patients for this fracture. In the UK, in 2011, the National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) produced guidance on when a THR should be offered to hip fracture patients [12]. They recommended offering a THR to patients who: (a) could walk independently, (b) were not cognitively impaired, and (c) were medically fit for anaesthesia and the procedure [12]. By 2017 the first of these criteria was revised to patients who are able to walk independently outdoors with no more than the use of a stick [13]. Despite this, in the UK compliance to NICE guidelines remains poor, with one study, published in 2016, of over 100,000 patients showing less than a third of eligible patients received a THR [4].

Several potential reasons exist regarding this low compliance. First, these cases require an experienced arthroplasty surgeon [4], not always feasible especially in smaller centres, contributing to a delay in treatment, and increased morbidity and mortality. In our unit, we have shown in an as of yet unpublished retrospective study of patients who all met the NICE criteria that those receiving a THR waited considerably longer than hemiarthroplasty patients (3.7 days versus 1 day respectively, \( P < 0.05 \)). Second, it has been acknowledged the precise indications for THRs in hip fractures are not well defined [4] with some authors feeling the current NICE criteria are too inclusive [14], particularly in patients with significant co-morbidities (the most common reason hemiarthroplasties were chosen over THRs) [14]. This was supported as hemiarthroplasty patients were older, and had significantly increased 1 year mortality, suggesting greater frailty in these patients, despite all being eligible for THRs [14]. In our local study we too found those undergoing a hemiarthroplasty were older (mean age 83 vs 73 years) and had an increased 1 year mortality (18.2% vs 8.3%), despite all patients meeting NICE criteria.

The literature on the outcome of THRs compared to hemiarthroplasties is also equivocal, with a variety of studies supporting each approach. One recent meta-analysis of prospective studies supported THR [15], demonstrating improvements in function as measured by the Harris Hip Score (HHS) and Quality of Life (SF-36), reduced re-operation rates [15] and beyond 4 years no difference in dislocation rates [15]. However, the authors acknowledge inconsistencies in trial design [15], and it is worth noting the implants and selection criteria varied widely between studies. Interestingly, the authors also conclude those patients older than 80 years, or those with short life expectancy, both THR and hemiarthroplasty are both reasonable interventions [15].

Another retrospective UK study using over 7,000 matched patients, on a national database, showed no difference in revision rates between implants [16]. This finding was reinforced by another study showing the conversion rate of hemiarthroplasties to THRs for acetabular wear was low, particularly in older patients (1.4% in patients older than 75 years) [8].

The short to medium term dislocation rate in THR patients has been shown to be significantly higher than for hemiarthroplasty patients [16,17]. A randomised prospective study assessing long-term outcomes at 12 years found no difference in complication or re-operation rates between groups, and actually demonstrated equivalent function as measured using the modified HHS [5]. This study concluded by advising cemented hemiarthroplasty in hip fracture.
patients aged greater than 70 years, in the absence of radiological evidence of joint degeneration [5].

In conclusion, THR surgery was once famously described as the ‘operation of the century’ [18], helping to revolutionise the management of patients crippled with osteoarthritis [18]. Its role in these patients is not disputed. However its role in trauma remains controversial [5]. We feel THR can also achieve excellent results in hip fracture patients, but at present the ideal patient, and precise indications are not well defined [4]. Furthermore emergency surgery is usually defined ‘as life or limb saving’ which should be as simple and expeditious as possible, particularly in the elderly and infirm. The decision for THR or hemiarthroplasty is multi-factorial and includes surgical experience, facilities and importantly patient morbidity/ASA, fraility and age. It is our opinion that current NICE guidelines are too inclusive. Until more conclusive data shows otherwise, surgical decision-making should remain at the discretion of the attending surgical team and local circumstances.
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